


Who did it? 
A true crime 

lab story



This story starts on Monday;
Jonas and Vita were at the lab all day and performed gibson

assembly for 9 different genetic constructs. 

Linearised vector, with kanamycine
resistance

Genetic construct no. X

A little recap of gibson: 



Heat shock transformation

Wait 3 hours 
for phenotypic 

expression

LB plates with kanamycinPlating out the transformed cells



Construct 1 Construct 2 Construct 3 Construct 4

Construct 6 Construct 7 Construct 8 Construct 9

Construct 5

No plasmid

On Tuesday Jonas, Vita and Lander went 
to the lab and discovered the following…



PCR

The decision was made to perform a 
colony PCR!

What is a colony PCR?

• Did the PCR reaction work?

• Is the insert present?



PCR : 

What is a colony PCR?

Positive control:

If the cloning went 
successful:



ladder

Positive control

Vector with construct

Upward shift due to size difference

Visually you would expect a result like the following:



Positive
control

Positive
control

Gel results
But… in reality they obtained the following:

Expectations vs Reality

*Since the constructs are very small, the upward shift is minimal



What do you think happened?

• Did the PCR reaction work? How can this be determined?

• Do the plates look like you would expect?

• Assuming the trio did a good job of pricking the colonies,what kind of bacteria give these type of results?

It’s up to you to figure it out!



What the hell happened? Our approach!

The suspects: 

The scientists who maybe
had too many fries and

lunch and didn’t prick the
colonies right because they
weren’t thinking straight

The PCR enzyme that
maybe forgot to wake up 
that day and decided to

amplify nothing

contaminants that came to
ruin the day

Vita

Jonas

Lander



What the hell happened? Our approach!

What the gell would look like: 

The scientists The PCR enzyme contaminants



What the hell happened? Our approach!

The suspects: 

The scientists who maybe
had too many fries and

lunch and didn’t prick the
colonies right because they
weren’t thinking straight

The PCR enzyme that
maybe forgot to wake up 
that day and decided to

amplify nothing

contaminants that came to
ruin the day

Innocent Innocent



Where could the contamination have come from?
Hint: look in the time shedule! 



Jonas Vita

* The scientists were released from prison a few days later when, through repeating the experiment with
propper antibiotics treatment it turned out that it was actually the entire stock of competent cells that was 
contaminated with kanamycine resistent bacteria, and their mistakes were pardonned. 


